
Good Mysteries for Teens 
  

Down the Rabbit Hole (series) Abrahams, Peter  
Like her idol Sherlock Holmes, eighth grader Ingrid Levin-Hill uses her intellect to solve a murder case in 
her home town of Echo Falls. 

A Study in Charlotte Cavallaro, Brittany 
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson descendants, Charlotte and Jamie, students at a Connecticut boarding 
school, team up to solve a murder mystery. 

Agatha Christie novels Christie, Agatha 
 

The London Eye Mystery Dowd ,Siobhan   
When Ted and Kat's cousin Salim disappears from the London Eye ferris wheel, the two siblings must work 
together--Ted with his brain that is "wired differently" and impatient Kat--to try to solve the mystery of 
what happened to Salim. 

Paper Towns Green, John  
One month before graduating from his Central Florida high school, Quentin "Q" Jacobsen basks in the 
predictable boringness of his life until the beautiful and exciting Margo Roth Spiegelman, Q's neighbor 
and classmate, takes him on a midnight adventure and then mysteriously disappears. 

Theodore Boone (series) Grisham, John 
With two attorneys for parents, thirteen-year-old Theodore Boone knows more about the law than most 
lawyers do. But when a high profile murder trial comes to his small town and Theo gets pulled into it, it's 
up to this amateur attorney to save the day. 

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time Haddon, Mark 
Despite his overwhelming fear of interacting with people, Christopher, a mathematically-gifted, autistic 
fifteen-year-old boy, decides to investigate the murder of a neighbor's dog and uncovers secret 
information about his mother. 

Skink No Surrender Hiaasen, Carl 
With the help of an eccentric ex-governor, a teenaged boy searches for his missing cousin in the Florida 
wilds. 

SilverFin  (young James Bond series)  Higson, Charlie  
This prequel to the adventures of James Bond, 007, introduces us to the young James when he's just 
started boarding school in England and is about to become involved in his first adventure. 

Stormbreaker (Alex Rider series) Horowitz, Anthony 
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After the death of the uncle who had been his guardian, fourteen-year-old Alex Rider is coerced to 
continue his uncle's dangerous work for Britain's intelligence agency, MI6. 

Death Cloud (young Sherlock Holmes series) Lane, Anthony 
In 1868, with his army officer father suddenly posted to India, and his mother mysteriously "unwell," 
fourteen-year-old Sherlock Holmes is sent to stay with his eccentric uncle and aunt in their vast house in 
Hampshire, where he uncovers his first murder and a diabolical villain. 

The Incident on the Bridge McNeal, Laura 
When Thisbe Locke is last seen standing on the edge of the Coronado Bridge it looks like there is only one 
thing to call it and the town prepares to mourn the loss, but her sister Ted, and Fen, the new kid in town, 
are not convinced and they set out to figure out what happend on that bridge and find Thisbe. 

How to Disappear Completely and Never be Found Nickerson, Sara 
With a swimming medal, the key to a mansion, and a comic book about a half-man/half-rat as her only 
clues, a twelve-year-old girl seeks the true story of her father's mysterious death four years earlier near 
an island in the Pacific Northwest. 

Ruby in the Smoke (trilogy) Pullman, Philip 
In nineteenth-century London, sixteen-year-old Sally, recently orphaned, must uncover two mysteries. 
One involves the opium trade and the other a stolen ruby. 

Jackaby (series) Ritter, William 
Newly arrived in 1892 New England, Abigail Rook becomes assistant to R.F. Jackaby, an investigator of the 
unexplained with the ability to see supernatural beings, and she helps him delve into a case of serial 
murder which, Jackaby is convinced, is due to a nonhuman creature. 

Last Seen Leaving Roehrig, Caleb  
Flynn's girlfriend is missing, and people are suspecting him of knowing something, so he struggles to 
uncover her secrets as he must also face the truth about himself. 

I Am the Messenger Zusak, Marcus 
After capturing a bank robber, nineteen-year-old cab driver Ed Kennedy begins receiving mysterious 
messages that direct him to addresses where people need help, and he begins getting over his lifelong 
feeling of worthlessness. 
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